EF-1 E-1 YF-1 Y-1 MF-1 M-1

BACKSPLASH
REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Some installations require the backsplash to be removed so the range can fit through a 34” door.
Town ranges are manufactured with removable backsplashes. Follow these steps to remove backsplash:
1) Loosen union at backsplash (figure 1).
2) Remove sidesplash bolts and lower backsplash (figure 2).
3) Faucet manifold must be placed below gutter (figure 3)
4) Lower backsplash until sidesplash clears gutter (figure 4).
5) Sidesplash may be removed. Range will fit through 34” opening (figure 5).
6) Reinsert sidesplash and backsplash into gutter. Ensure backsplash “J” hooks in to the gutter “J” (figure 6).
7) Raise backsplash, making sure it is locked into the gutter “J” (figure 7).
8) When raised, the gutter and backsplash should be aligned. Bolt side splashes to body (figure 8).
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FLUE
RISER EXTENSION INSTALLATION (NEW VERSION ON UNITS SHIPPED AFTER JUNE 2005)
_________________________________________________________________________________
Ranges with optional Flue Risers have stainless steel extensions that cover the tops of the flue risers.
Locate the parts in the boxed marked “RANGE ACCESSORIES”.
1) Take assembled flue collar and turn with kink to rear (figure A).
2) Place flue collar on top of chimney extension as illustrated (figure B).
3) Catch front return beneath slot in backsplash (circled in figure C).
4) Snap kinked end into slot (figure D).
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FIELD
JOINT INSTALLATIONS
_________________________________________________________________________________

The optional field joint joins two or more ranges. It must be ordered when the ranges are built. It cannot be
added to existing ranges. A butt field joint has a standing seam between ranges while a splice field joint gives a
smooth fit.
BUTT
FIELD JOINT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
_________________________________________________________________________________

Each range has a vertical seam at the joint between the ranges. The backsplashes will be joined.
1) Uncrate the ranges and install legs onto the gussets. Secure legs with the gusset set screw.
2) Carefully locate the battery into final location. Align the sides to be joined. The battery was assembled at the
factory to assure good fit. Pitched floors will add difficulty to battery assembly (figures 1 and 2).
3) Align the backsplashes. It may necessary to level the range so the backsplashes meet at top. Insert and slide
down the “U” shaped joiner until it is level with the top of the backsplash (figures 3 and 4).
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5) The range position may have to be adjusted
to align the bolt holes in the serving shelf with
the tapped holes provided for them (figures 8
and 9).

figure 6

6) Pitch the range using the adjustable bullet feet
so that water flows off the top of the range.
7) Connections can be made by authorized
personnel. Each range has gas, waste and
water connections.
figure 7
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4) Install the stainless tubular wok cover rack.
Male and female ends mate to become a
continuous length. Remove the bolts from the
brackets and install the tubing with threaded
ends. Use the bolts removed from the brackets
at the endsplashes. (figures 5, 6 and 7).

